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1. Direct Link
2. Select a Source
3. Interlibrary Loan
Method 1. Direct Link

SuperSearch may link directly to the article

Summary. Portuguese colonial exploration and settlement in Brazil during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries included a significant, though to date largely underappreciated, dimension of medical inquiry, the impact of which resonated throughout the Atlantic scientific world and beyond. This paper examines the role and influence within Portugal’s maritime dominions of medical techniques, remedies and specific drugs originating in colonial Brazil. It focuses attention on the earliest collaborative interaction between indigenous healers and Portuguese missionaries—mainly Jesuits—on the Brazilian colonial frontier, who then passed knowledge on to European physicians, surgeons and pharmacists working in colonial South American medical facilities. In such institutions, indigenous techniques were most often employed to the edification of Portuguese colonial agents (missionaries, colonial administrative officials, military commanders and state-licensed medical practitioners), who would then become the conduits disseminating those techniques to Europe or other colonial locations.

Keywords: Early Modern; drugs; medicine; trade; commerce; exchange; circulation; Atlantic World; colonial; Indigenous; Brazil; Portugal; Portuguese Empire.

Portuguese colonial exploration and settlement in Brazil during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries included a significant, though to date largely underappreciated, dimension of medical inquiry, the impact of which resonated throughout the Atlantic scientific world and beyond. Early contacts with native peoples through commercial exploration and sustained missionary activity, combined with pragmatic attempts to address threats to the health of European settlers in the South American tropics, occasioned Portuguese-led medical-botanical prospecting in the Recôncavo (Salvador da Bahia hinterland), Amazon River basin, Guanabara Bay (Rio de Janeiro hinterland), Minas Gerais mining areas, and other regions of Brazil. Such pioneering experimentation added extensively to European knowledge and understanding of medical practices.
Method 2. Select a Source

An article may be available in different parts of the closed web

SuperSearch lets you choose where to get it
You can select where in the closed web to get the article. If you’re not sure which one to choose, pick the first one.
Try it yourself
Method 3. Interlibrary Loan

If the library doesn’t have the article, we can often get it from another university.

This is called Interlibrary Loan.

The article arrives by email or as a photocopy, often in less than 3 days.
How can you tell if you need to use Interlibrary Loan?

Click

Not Available Online. Get it from another library (Interlibrary Loan) Scholars Portal
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Title: Headache Research and Medical Practice in Brazil: An Historical Overview.
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Want to learn more about borrowing articles or books from other libraries?

Use our Interlibrary Loan guide
Check your learning
Which statement is FALSE?

A. SuperSearch can help you get a journal article from another library
B. If the article exists in multiple places, SuperSearch gives you the option to pick where to get it
C. SuperSearch may prompt students to specify for which course the article is being used
SuperSearch may prompt students to specify for which course the article is being used